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In order to integrate new types of material and improve production 

efficiency, the processing temperature in chemical processes has been 

increasing gradually, and the ultra-high temperature conditions of 454 °C 

to 982 °C operating environment is increasingly common. Selections for 

suitable non-metallic gasket materials in such ultra-high temperature 

environment is very limited. 

 

Which sealing materials are available currently that is able to 

withstand such ultra-high operating temperatures? 

 
 More and more industrial applications such as the manufacturing of 

ethylene and propylene, fertilizers and urea, incineration, thermal power 

plants, offshore oil fields, solid oxide fuel cells and hydrothermal power 

generation of molten salt conditions require the use of high temperature 

gasket materials. 
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Graphite material cannot function or last under this high temperature 

environment; On the other hand, mica and ceramic materials have high 

leakage rate. In recent years, usage of strontium -based (water-absorbing 

aluminium silicate-based material) high temperature sealing materials is 

getting popular. However the biggest disadvantage of this material is its 

water-absorbency which makes it less conducive to be used in most 

chemical processes. 

 

The demand for such high temperature sealing material leads to the 

birth of Garlock THERMa-PUR® revolutionary hydrophobic magnesium 

silicate- based ultra-high temperature sealing material, with its 

proprietary design, manufactured under environmentally friendly 

solvent-free process with a unique formula and is suitable for corrosive 

chemicals application. An innovative sealing solution that is available for 

higher temperature applications.  

 

The following high-temperature sealing materials are used for 

comparative tests in terms of thermal weight loss, hydrophobicity and 

sealing properties. 

 

When the sealing material is exposed to high temperature, the 

organic fibre and the rubber adhesive are easily carbonized or volatilized, 

and the influence of the high temperature on the sealing material can be 

judged by the amount of weight loss. The results of the 

thermogravimetric analysis of different high temperature materials are 

shown in the figure below. The weight loss of the sealing material is in 

correspondence to its volume loss, which is critical in maintaining a high 

level of sealing. 

 



 
For gasket materials, anti-oxidation properties are crucial in 

maintaining the tightness of the bolt. If the anti-oxidation level in the 

gasket is out of balanced, the bolt will get loosen, resulting in 

leakage. Unlike most gasket materials, THERMa-PUR TM can still function 

in oxidizing environment for an extended period of time. 

 

From the manufacturing point of view, hydrophilic materials such as 

mica, fluorinated mica, vermiculite, boron nitride and other raw materials, 

has a high level of adherence during the mixing stage due to its 

hydrophilic properties, and high temperature resistance. However, they 

are subject to water contamination in humid environments which is very 

common under industrial operating conditions. This tends to lower the 

sealing grade and integrity of the gasket material. 

 

The following figure compares the hydrophobicity of vermiculite 

materials with magnesium silicate based materials.  

 

 



 
 

Another significant advantage of magnesium silicate based gasket 

materials is their water stability, i.e., hydrophobicity. Even at high 

temperature, it has very low water absorbency but high dehydration rate. 

As such, it is not affected under the thermal cycle conditions of water 

generation or exposed to wet storage conditions, and is a sealing 

material high in stability. 



For gasket products, the most important factor is to look at the 

sealing performance of the gasket. THERMa-PUR® wound gaskets not 

only have long-lasting oxidation resistance, but also provide better 

sealing performance than other similar gaskets. 

 

 

 
 



The THERMa-PUR® material (cutting pad 4122-FC) and the 

vermiculite laboratory test data show that THERMa-PUR TM exhibits a 

noticeably low leakage seal under extremely harsh thermal cycling 

conditions. 

 

 

 
 

 



 

 
 

Garlock THERMa-PUR ® is available in four different configurations. 

Our engineer will recommend the most suitable sealing solution for 

different sealing requirements. 

 
 

 

 

 

 


